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ISIS Neutron and Muon Source

Target Station 1 (TS1) up and running by 1985 and Target Station 2 (TS2) following in 2008

800 MeV protons 
(50 Hz)



But first, NIMROD…

Nimrod was a 7 GeV proton
synchrotron operating in the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
between 1964 and 1978. It was
used for studies of nuclear and
sub-nuclear phenomena.

Nimrod was dismantled and
the space it occupied reused
for the synchrotron of the ISIS
neutron source.



… and then, ISIS

The name ISIS is not an acronym: it refers
to the ancient Egyptian goddess and the
local name for the river Thames. The name
was selected for the official opening of the
facility in 1985, prior to this it was known as
the SNS, or Spallation Neutron Source. The
name was considered appropriate as Isis
was a goddess who could restore life to the
dead, and ISIS made use of equipment
previously constructed for the NIMROD
and NINA accelerators.



A bit of context: Neutron facilities around the world



ISIS Neutron and Muon Source

instruments



Fields of study



Fields of study: Neutrinos?



Heart of a Spallation Neutron Source: Target, reflector and 
moderators (TRAM) assembly

Liquid methane (100K) 
moderator

Liquid hydrogen (20K) 
moderator

Water (ambient 
temperature) moderators

ISIS TS1 TRAM



Spallation



Tungsten target

Uranium target Tantalum target

20th century

21th century

Current	target	– 12	
tungsten	plates	

(tantalum	cladding)

Typically	160	µA	(800	
MeV	protons)

ISIS TS-1 targets



ISIS TARGETS 
DATES FITTED - REMOVED

TS1
…

TANTALUM #2 OCT 1994 – FEB 1995
URANIUM #9 MAY 1995 – JUN 1995
TANTALUM #2 JUN 1995 – SEP 1996

TANTALUM #3 NOV 1996 – APR 1999
TANTALUM #4 MAY 1999 – MAR 2001

TUNGSTEN #1 MAY 2001 – AUG 2005
TUNGSTEN #2 SEP 2005 – APR 2009
TUNGSTEN #3 APR 2009 – SEP 2014

TUNGSTEN #4  MAR 2015 –

TS2
TUNGSTEN #1 AUG 2008 – FEB 2010
TUNGSTEN #2 FEB 2010 – JUN 2010

TUNGSTEN #3 MAR 2011 – NOV 2012
TUNGSTEN #4  NOV 2012 – JUN 2014
TUNGSTEN #6  JUL 2014 – JUL 2015

TUNGSTEN #7  SEP 2015 –TS1

TS2

ISIS Targets: History

BEAM PARAMETERS

800 MeV protons
50 Hz

Short pulse (~0.5 µs)
160 µA – TS1
40 µA – TS2



800 MeV protons 
(50 Hz)

Beam
Status

Number of
days

Integrated	
current	

[mA-hours]
Beam	energy	

[MeV]
on 47 171 700
off 30
on 42 162 700
off 44
on 38 139 700
off 16
on 43 142 800
off 61
on 16 53 800
on 22 72 700
off 17
on 38 138 800
off 112
on 15 41 800
on 30 83 700
off 14
on 30 100 700
off 59

TS-1 W-4 target: irradiation history

Cycle: 2014/03

Beam
Status

Number of
days

Integrated	
current	

[mA-hours]
Beam	energy	

[MeV]
on 12 800
on 33 151	(total) 700
off 31
on 31 112 700
off 108
on 30 104 800
off 24
on 35 132 700
off 48
on 47 180 700
off 23
on 30 116 700
off 18
on 38 155 700
off 60
on 44 170 700
off 15
on 40 140 700

Cycle: 2016/04

Cycle: 2016/05

Cycle: 2018/03



Neutron moderation



1985

2019

Target Station 1



Neutron beamlines & shielding

ISIS TS-1



Shielding: TS1 / TS2

TS1 TS2

1.6 m

0.5 m

0.8 m

1.6 m



§ Building the neutronics Monte Carlo models of the Target Stations;
§ Providing consultancy that allow instrument scientists to get

maximum from their instrumentation;
§ Calculations of the build-up of radionuclide inventories in activated

materials;
§ Robust measurements of particle fluxes and radiation dose rates in

operational environments;
§ Preparation of the future research and development programmes;
§ Consultation, advisory and planning activities outside of home

organization.

Job description:

Nuclear (neutronics) physicist at a spallation 
neutron source



Calculations	of	particle	
interactions	over	10	orders	of	

magnitude	in	energy.	

TS-1 Project

After 30 years ISIS community now has a very fast particle tracking 
model of the current TS-1 (with an unprecedented level of details).

Unique in the world; 
Invaluable as the basis for future upgrades 

of the TS-1.

Horizontal 
cut

Beamlines

TS-1	MCNPX	model

Monte	Carlo	model	of	current	Target	Station	1	has	been	created;	an	effort	across	
ISIS	to	collect	and	document	TS-1	characteristics.

Å



800 MeV protons 
(50 Hz)

The mean and peak
brightness of the current
TS-1 moderators for beam
current of 160 µA.

G.	Škoro et	al.,	2017,	
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physb.2017.12.060

Target Station 1



Gamma spectrometry

TS-1 W2 target; 1946 mA-hours in fifteen irradiation ‘campaigns’ each ~30–50
days long; cooling time = 7.63 years – to coincide with the date on which the
gamma-ray spectroscopy measurements were made.



TS-1 instruments



TOSCA

TOSCA is an indirect-geometry inelastic neutron spectrometer optimised for high
resolution vibrational spectroscopy in the energy transfer region between −24 and
4000 cm−1. The instrument has been operational for almost two decades and during
that time has set the standard for broadband chemical spectroscopy with neutrons.

The primary flightpath of the TOSCA spectrometer has been upgraded recently with a
high-m neutron guide in order to boost the neutron flux at the sample position.

https://www.isis.stfc.ac.uk/Pages/INS-database.aspx



Two temperatures: 22 and 10 K.
Measurement time: ~2 hours per temperature.

Sample: ~ 1 g of 
triphenylmethane

Measurements of triphenylmethane DoS (TOSCA)

Very high number of excitations. In low frequency range the vibrations of three rings
around of central atom appear, ring deformations dominate in the region between
350 and 1300 cm-1 and stretch vibrations in the higher frequency region.



VESUVIO (TS-1)

VESUVIO is an inverted-geometry spectrometer mainly employed for the
determination of nuclear quantum effects in materials using Deep Inelastic Neutron
Scattering. In recent years, VESUVIO has become an epithermal and thermal
analysis station, where samples can be investigated through spectroscopy, neutron
diffraction, and neutron transmission (NT) at the same time. The energy range
accessible for NT spans 8 orders of magnitude, from a fraction of meV to tens of keV.

Samples are placed at 11 m
from the ISIS TS1 water
moderator. Incident neutron
spectra were recorded using a
GS20 6Li-doped scintillator at
8.57 m from the moderator,
while the transmitted spectra
were recorded using a similar
detector at a distance of 13.45
m from the moderator. The
neutron beam has a circular
shape, with a maximum
diameter of 4.5 cm.



800 MeV protons 
(50 Hz)

VESUVIO



Measurements of triphenylmethane
cross-section (VESUVIO)



TS-2 TRAM

Current	target	– tungsten	cylinder			
(tantalum	cladding)

Typically	40	µA	(800	MeV	protons)

Solid	
methane

Liquid	
hydrogen

Solid	Be



TS-2 instruments



ChipIr (TS-2)

ChipIr is a new beamline dedicated to the irradiation of microelectronics with
atmospheric-like neutrons. To extract a fast neutron beamline, a new section with a
channel had to be inserted in the beryllium reflector for the ChipIr line of sight.
Neutrons from this channel illuminate a secondary scatterer made to optimize the
hard atmospheric-like neutron spectrum.

A collimator system
allows for selecting
beams of different
sizes, from 0.5m x
0.5m down to a few
cm2.



ChipIr (TS-2)

The ChipIr neutron flux (with En>10 MeV) has been measured to be 5 · 106 cm-2s-1.

“Cadmium filters are available to
remove thermal neutrons from the
incident beam.”



Proton beam and fast neutrons parameters

800 MeV 
protons (50 Hz)

10 Hz

40 pps

Synchrotron 
extracted beam 
time structure

6 m 

12 m 

CHIPIR 

VESUVIO 



Access



Access

Long shutdown next year



Access routes



Access routes

VESUVIO: Giovanni Romanelli

CHIPIR: Carlo Cazzaniga
…


